Correlation to protein conformation of Wide-angle X-ray Scatter parameters.
In the last decade, several studies have reported that Wide-Angle X-ray Scattering (WAXS) from protein in solution contains valuable information about protein secondary and tertiary structures. Nevertheless, the use of such information will remain limited until a clear understanding of the correlation between protein structural elements and WAXS profile regions is established. In this work, large number of possible protein conformations is generated using comparative modeling (LOOPP & PHYRE servers) of nine different proteins representing six main protein classes (SCOP database). After model validation (SAVES server), protein structural elements of the selected models are retrieved (Swiss PDB Viewer & VORONOIA) and their corresponding WAXS profiles are generated (CRYSOL). The correlations between seven elements of protein structure (alpha helix, beta sheet and random coil content, alpha to beta ratio, alpha to random coil ratio, average packing density and number of residues) and seven WAXS profile parameters (Full Width at Half Maximum of two main scattering peaks of interest, their areas, positions and ratio of intensities) are investigated. Results revealed high (up to 0.75) and moderate (0.30-0.50) correlations between some of the suggested profile parameters and investigated protein structural elements indicating that these parameters represent a useful probe of protein conformation. Moreover, a high observed correlation between the degree of fitting of model to reference structures and the degree of fitting of their corresponding WAXS profiles suggests that the latter can be used in experimental model validation.